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Scene Coordinate Regression Network With Global
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Visual Relocalization
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Abstract—Among visual relocalization from a single RGB image,
the scene coordinate regression (SCoRe) based on convolutional
neural network (CNN) becomes prevailing, however, it is insuffi-
cient to extract invariant features under different viewpoints due to
fixed geometric structures of CNN. In this letter, we propose a global
context-guided spatial feature transformation (SFT) network to
learn invariant feature representation for robustness against view-
point changes. Specifically, global feature extracted from source
feature map is regarded as a dynamic convolutional kernel, which
is convolved with source feature map for the prediction of transfor-
mation parameters. The predicted parameters are used to trans-
form features of multiple viewpoints to a canonical space with the
constraint of maximum likelihood-derived loss, and thus viewpoint
invariance is achieved. CoordConv is also employed to further
improve the discrimination of features on texture-less or repeti-
tive zones. The proposed SFT network can be easily incorporated
into the general SCoRe network. To our best knowledge, features
are first decoupled from viewpoints explicitly in SCoRe network
by the spatial feature transformation network, which achieves a
stable and accurate visual relocalization. The experimental results
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method in terms of
accuracy and efficiency.

Index Terms—Scene coordinate regression network, global
context, spatial feature transformation, visual relocalization.

I. INTRODUCTION

V ISUAL relocalization aims to determine the 6-DOF (de-
gree of freedom) camera pose corresponding to the current

frame given a known environment. It receives much attention in
computer vision, robotics, and self-driving fields.

Visual relocalization can be generally categorized into two
classes: structure-based relocalization [1]–[5] and direct pose
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regression [6], [7]. The former predicts the 2D-3D correspon-
dences between 2D pixels and 3D scene coordinates, which are
then utilized to estimate the camera pose through Perspective-
n-Point (PnP) algorithms [8], [9], whereas the latter regresses
camera poses via a CNN in an end-to-end way. Compared
to the latter, structure-based solution is more attractive due
to the fact that it generally attains more precise poses with
explicit consideration of the projective geometry paradigm [10].
More specifically, structure-based relocalization can be further
divided into feature matching-based methods [2], [3] and scene
coordinate regression (SCoRe) methods [1], [4], [5]. The first
type extracts local features with explicit descriptors for 2D-3D
correspondences that are achieved via the matching of descrip-
tors, and the second type directly regresses pixel-wise 3D scene
coordinates for each query RGB (red, green, and blue) image.
It is worth noting that SCoRe networks based on convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) become gradually prevalent thank to
the powerful feature extraction ability of CNNs.

In practice, for a 3D point, the features of its corresponding
pixels in different images from multiple viewpoints will be
inevitably inconsistent, which results in that different features
correspond to the same 3D scene coordinate ground truth and
thus the generalization is poor. This phenomenon is termed
as “many-to-one” problem caused by the features that lack
robustness. Besides, there exist zones with repetitive or even
less texture in some scenes, which is prone to cause similar
local context features at different pixel positions. In this case, the
same feature appears at different locations, and it is referred to as
“one-to-many” problem, where the model is possibly regressed
to a mean but incorrect coordinate. Earlier CNN-based SCoRe
networks usually take small local patches centered at sampled
pixels as inputs [5] with the consideration of better viewpoint-
invariance of local patches, which alleviates the “many-to-one”
problem. However, such a strategy is inefficient. Also, the local
patches often cause ambiguity of patterns with weak feature
discrimination, and “one-to-many” problem cannot be solved.
Different from the inputs of local patches, full RGB frame can
also be sent into the SCoRe network [1], [11], [12] to capture
more discriminative features, and “one-to-many” problem is
effectively mitigated. Meanwhile, data augmentation including
affine transformation is adopted to emulate the images in dif-
ferent viewpoints for the “many-to-one” problem. Although the
system performance is significantly improved, this emulation
is still limited to model the real-world image transformations
and the predicted coordinates for the same point in different
images are sometimes inaccurate. The above-mentioned data
augmentation is confined to the training set and may be re-
garded as an implicit coarse decoupling of viewpoints. How to
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effectively decouple features from viewpoints remains unsolved,
where features of the same point in different viewpoints should
be close enough.

In this letter, a novel spatial feature transformation network
with viewpoint decoupling is proposed for a single RGB image.
Inspired by the idea that each position of targets is mainly
related to a local region of sources [13] where the target image
is generated using a source image, the skeletons of the source
and target images, our spatial feature transformation aggregates
the neighborhood of each source feature. It is important to note
that no any prior information of target feature is provided in
our method. For the neighborhood of a feature, its each element
actually contributes differently to this feature, and a local at-
tention patch is designed to represent the contribution degree
of each element. For a 3D point, its corresponding features
in multiple viewpoints have different local attention patches,
and each patch can be generated under the guidance of global
context of the image at corresponding viewpoint. Specially, the
global feature is encoded as a dynamic convolutional kernel
changed with input image, which is convolved with source
feature map to generate parameters of local attention patches in
an instance-variant manner. The obtained parameters can warp
the source features to achieve viewpoint invariance. In conclu-
sion, the main contribution of this letter is to propose a global
context-guided spatial feature transformation network, which
achieves the learning of the feature representation invariant to
viewpoints with the constraint of maximum likelihood-derived
loss. As a result, the robustness of the network to viewpoints is
improved with a better solution to “many-to-one” problem. In
addition, we employ the CoordConv scheme into the beginning
of the SCoRe network for enhancing the position sensitivity of
conventional convolutional operations [14]. The discrimination
of features in repeated and texture-less zones is improved, and
“one-to-many” problem is alleviated. Our scheme decouples
features from their corresponding viewpoints by global context-
guided spatial feature transformation network to achieve a stable
and accurate visual relocalization.

The rest of this letter is structured as follows. Section II
presents the related work. The proposed methodology is de-
scribed in Section III in detail. Experimental results are given in
Section IV and Section V concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

As a class of visual relocalization solution, direct pose regres-
sion utilizes the powerful feature learning capability of CNN to
directly regress camera poses. PoseNet [6] is the most represen-
tative method, which exploits a CNN pre-trained by classifica-
tion task on giant datasets to solve the camera pose. Afterwards,
some improvements arise including introducing Bayesian CNN
for the estimate of relocalization uncertainty [15], incorporating
geometric loss [7], exploiting the constraint of temporal smooth-
ness [16], and integrating self-attention mechanism [17]. Never-
theless, such method estimates a relatively coarse camera pose as
it is naturally similar to image retrieval-based localization [10].
Without direct pose regression, structure-based method predicts
the 3D coordinates for 2D pixels in an image and then puts these
2D-3D geometric correspondences into a PnP solver [8], [9] to
figure out the camera pose.

Among structure-based methods, the feature matching-based
solution is common in some traditional localization works,
which follows the processes of local feature extraction such as
SIFT [18] and feature matching between the 2D image and 3D

scene structure [2], [3]. This type of method enables accurate
localization in the scenes with sufficient texture. A disadvantage
is its inefficiency with the increasing of scene scale. Further-
more, it is fragile under challenge environments such as lack of
texture. Another mainstream structure-based solution is scene
coordinate regression, which circumvents the feature matching.
The dense 2D pixels are mapped to their corresponding 3D scene
coordinates even in challenging texture-less environments. In
[4], [19], [20], random forest is utilized to get the 2D-3D cor-
respondences. Shotton et al. [4] injected RGB and depth pixel
comparison features into a scene coordinate regression forest
to infer the pixel-wise 3D coordinates, which is followed by a
preemptive RANSAC (random sample consensus) to refine the
camera pose. Rivera et al. [19] trained a set of forests to output
multiple pose predictions, which are then aggregated to yield
a higher pose accuracy. A joint classification-regression forest
[20] is designed by Brachmann et al. to model the distributions
of object labels and object coordinates. With the rapid devel-
opment of deep learning, CNN-based SCoRe network becomes
prevalent. Brachmann et al. proposed a differentiable RANSAC
method to link the coordinate CNN and score CNN for end-to-
end camera pose estimation [5]. It takes local image patches
as input to alleviate the influence of viewpoint change but
brings in ambiguities. Differentiable RANSAC++ (DSAC++)
method [21] takes a full RGB frame as input and regresses the
camera pose in an end-to-end manner with an analytic scoring
strategy, where only scene coordinate network is learnable. Li
et al. [11] regressed pixel-wise coordinates from a full RGB
frame by a fully convolutional encoder-decoder structure. To
handle “many-to-one” problem, data augmentation is imposed.
Li et al. provided a hierarchical scene coordinate learning net-
work (HSC-Net) by incorporating several classification layers
into a baseline regression-only network (Reg-only) to acquire
scene coordinates in a coarse-to-fine manner [1]. KFNet [12]
incorporates Kalman Filter in a recurrent CNN architecture to
solve camera relocalization.

In the relocalization process, camera motion will inevitably
cause the change of viewpoints. Under this circumstance, the
same object displays different feature representations since con-
volutional operations are not inherently invariant to geometric
transformations [22]. It is undesired for SCoRe network to
extract robust features. A common problem of existing SCoRe
networks is that they lack equivariance to viewpoints. If the
equivariance to viewpoints can be explicitly added, the relo-
calization performance is expected to be further improved. The
research on equivariance has already arisen in other fields such
as classification and segmentation. Jaderberg et al. presented a
differentiable spatial transformer module [22], which predicts a
global affine transformation matrix and then the input features
are transformed via sampling and interpolation to solve the
object classification problem with part deformations. Aiming
at classification and segmentation tasks, PointNet [23] comes
up with a mini-network, which predicts an affine transformation
matrix for input features and the transformation matrix is directly
conducted matrix multiplication with input features to align
them to a canonical space, so that the learnt features are invariant
to geometric transformations of point clouds. Note that the
transformation matrix mainly focuses on the reorganization of
channel-components of each feature. In fact, the scheme of sam-
pling and interpolation [22] is unsuitable for pixel-level SCoRe
task, and the reorganization of feature channels [23] brings in
a spatially-sharing transformation matrix, which is undesired
for SCoRe as different spatial positions should be differentiated
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Fig. 1. The pipeline of the proposed SFT-CR method for visual relocalization.

according to feature types such as corner, texture, etc. Despite
this, the equivariance idea from the fields of classification and
segmentation provides the inspiration. In this letter, an explicit
feature transformation network with spatial discrimination is
designed to achieve SCoRe with equivariance to viewpoints.

III. METHODOLOGY

A general visual relocalization method based on SCoRe net-
work (termed as SCoRe_basic) is composed of a SCoRe network
and a RANSAC-based PnP pose estimation module [11], [12],
where a full RGB frame is taken as input. The former is used
to predict dense pixel-wise 3D scene coordinates, which are
combined with corresponding 2D pixel coordinates to solve a
6D camera pose according to the PnP algorithm. This SCoRe
network adopts standard CNN architecture, which is not intrin-
sically invariant to viewpoint changes. In this letter, we focus on
the novel design of SCoRe network, which is still followed by
PnP to achieve visual relocalization. Fig. 1 illustrates the pipeline
of the proposed spatial feature transformation-based coordinate
regression (SFT-CR) for visual relocalization.

For an input RGB image, our SFT-CR firstly conducts feature
extraction to obtain a source feature map. This feature map
is transformed using SFT, and the transformed feature map
together with source feature map is added and sent to the
regression module for 3D scene coordinates prediction. The
basic frameworks of feature extractor and the regression module
are similar to the first eight convolutional layers and the last
three convolutional layers of Reg-only network [1]. Due to
the introduction of CoordConv scheme [14], three additional
channels u, v, and r =

√
u2 + v2 are added into the first layer of

our feature extractor besides the original R, G, B channels, where
(u, v) is the pixel coordinate. For the last convolutional layer of
the regression module, the output channels are expanded from
three to four. Besides 3D coordinates, coordinate uncertainties
are also outputted.

The proposed SFT network is composed of two modules:
global context-guided attention prediction and point-wise lo-
cal transformation. The first module predicts the parameters
of corresponding local attention patch for the feature of each
spatial position in the source feature map, guided by global

context. To capture the global context information, the source
feature map is transformed into a key feature map and a query
feature map by two independent 1× 1 convolutional operations.
These two feature maps are reshaped to two 2D tensors, which
are used to obtain Ker′. Ker′ is then further reshaped to a
4D tensor Ker, which is regarded as a global-aware dynamic
convolutional kernel. Ker is convolved with the source feature
map and the predicted attention matrix A is acquired, where the
channels of its each spatial position record the parameters of
local attention patch for this position. Different from traditional
convolution where the parameters of convolutional kernel are
fixed after training, we generate a dynamic convolution kernel
whose parameters are adaptively changed with the input images.
The predicted attention matrix is then normalized in channel by
a softmax operation so that the attention parameters for each
position are scaled to [0, 1]. We denote with Anorm the normal-
ized attention matrix whose each spatial position corresponds
to a local attention strip, which is then extracted and reshaped
to a local attention patch. In the following second module, the
neighborhood of each feature in source feature map is weighted
with its local attention patch. The transformation results of all
features form the transformed feature map Xt. Xt is added on
the source feature map to generate the final feature map X ,
which is fed into the regression module for 3D coordinates and
coordinate uncertainties prediction. On this basis, coordinates
with large predicted uncertainties are filtered out. The filtered
2D-3D coordinate correspondences are utilized to resolve the
camera pose via the RANSAC-based PnP algorithm.

It is worth noting that the dynamic convolution kernel Ker is
actually an implicit representation of current viewpoint as Ker
is related to the global feature. Guided by Ker, the transformed
features are independent of viewpoints under the constraint of
the loss function.

A. Feature Extractor

For the repeated or low-texture structure in a scene, extracting
discriminative features is intractable because adjacent locations
have similar local neighborhood information. To deal with this
problem, CoordConv scheme in [14] is employed. Concretely,
for each input image, a 3D tensor is constructed with the same
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spatial size for providing three channels u, v, r. The values of
each channel are scaled to [−1, 1] to keep in accordance with the
range of the input. The constructed tensor is concatenated with
RGB image, and the resulting tensor with the size of 8h× 8w ×
6 is fed into the first layer of feature extractor, which outputs the
source feature map Xs ∈ Rh×w×c whose spatial size is 1/8 of
that of input image, where h, w, c represent height, weight and
channel number of the source feature map, respectively. On one
hand, the extractor helps to differentiate different positions with
similar local feature by providing additional information. On the
other hand, the network parameters are increased slightly so that
the increment may be neglected.

B. Global Context-Guided Attention Prediction

The purpose of this part is to generate a local attention patch
with a size of a× a for each spatial position (i, j) in the source
feature map with the guidance of global information, where
i ∈ 0, 1, .., h− 1 and j ∈ 0, 1, .., w − 1. To take advantage of
global information, we propose to encode the global feature to
a dynamic convolutional kernel Ker whose spatial size is k × k,
which paves the foundation of point-wise local attention patches.

Global-aware convolutional kernel generation. To capture
global information from the source feature map Xs in a pa-
rameter efficient manner, we refer to the segmentation network
in [24], which multiplies the matrixes corresponding to a key
feature and a query feature generated by the source feature using
two 1× 1 convolutions. We label K and Q as the key feature
map and query feature map, which enable interaction among
channels of the source feature map. The size of K is the same
as that of source feature map, and K ∈ Rh×w×c, whereas Q ∈
Rh×w×(k2a2) relies on the local neighboring size of features.
K and Q are reshaped into K ′ ∈ Rhw×c and Q′ ∈ Rhw×k2a2

by flattening the two dimensions of height and width into a
dimension, respectively. After Q′ is transposed, it is multiplied
withK ′ to aggregate the features of all spatial positions in K, and
a 2D tensor Ker′ containing global features is acquired, where
Ker′ = Q

′TK ′ ∈ Rk2a2×c. Then, Ker′ is reshaped to dynamic
convolutional kernel Ker with the size of a2 × k × k × c by
extending the dimension of k2a2 to three dimensions of a2, k,
k. The source feature map is convolved using Ker to generate
an attention matrix A with h× w un-normalized local attention
strips whose size is 1× 1× a2.

Local attention patches prediction. By convoluting source
feature map using the global-aware kernel Ker, one can obtain
the predicted attention matrix A ∈ Rh×w×a2

and normalized
matrixAnorm ∈ Rh×w×a2

. The matrixAnorm consists ofh× w
local attention strips, each of which records the attention pa-
rameters of corresponding position and it is reshaped to a local
attention patch whose size is a× a. In the following, attention
results are visualized. Take a frame in the Office scene of
7-Scenes dataset as an example, the attention results are depicted
in Fig. 2, where a = 3. It is seen that for different pixel positions
in an image, corresponding local attention patches are different.
Then the local neighboring features related to each position in
the source feature map are weighted using the corresponding
local patch for local transformation.

C. Point-Wise Local Transformation

With the local attention patch P(i,j) for a position (i, j), the
featuresNa(i,j) in its neighboring region can be assembled to get
the transformed featureXt(i, j). The same operation is executed

Fig. 2. The attention visualization illustration. (a) Original RGB image with
four selected positions labelled in red, green, blue and fuchsia. (b) Normalized
attention matrix with 9 channels. (c) Local attention patches corresponding to
four colored positions in (a).

on each spatial position of source feature map and we obtain the
transformed feature map as follows.

Xt =
{
Xt (i, j)|i=0,...,h−1,j=0,...,w−1

}

=

⎧⎨
⎩

�a/2�∑
m=−�a/2�

�a/2�∑
n=−�a/2�

P(i,j)

(
m+

⌊a
2

⌋
, n+

⌊a
2

⌋)

· Xs (i+m, j + n)

∣∣∣∣∣
i=0,...,h−1,j=0,...,w−1

⎫⎬
⎭ (1)

Xt is regarded as the result of local transformation. It shall
be noted that during the local transformation process, some
information such as color and texture remains invariant. To
avoid the missing of the useful information, the source feature
map is combined with the transformed one by applying the
residual learning strategy. Finally, the resulting feature map
X = Xs +Xt is sent to the regression module for coordinate
prediction.

D. Maximum Likelihood-Derived Loss

For each input RGB image I , we train SFT-CR to learn
the probability distribution p(Y |I; θ) of 3D scene coordinates
rather than only the dense 3D scene coordinates, where Y =
{Yi|i = 1, 2, . . . h× w}, Yi = [xi, yi, zi]

T , and θ is the net-
work parameters. Let fθ(I) be the network output. We formulate
the training process as maximizing the logarithmic likelihood of
predicted distribution:

max logp
(
Y |fθ (I)

)
= max

h×w∑
i=1

logp
(
Yi|fθ (I)

)
(2)

Inspired by [25], three components of Yi, namely, xi, yi, zi
are independent with each other, and each component follows
the univariate Laplace distribution:

L(x|a, b) = 1

2b
e−

|x−a|
b (3)

where a is the expectation of Laplace distribution. The variance
of Laplace distribution is 2b2, and b can be seen as the reflection
of uncertainty of predicted 3D coordinate.

By minimizing the negative logarithmic likelihood, the loss
function Lr is described as formula (4).

Compared with the uncertainties of three components of each
predicted 3D coordinate, we more concern the uncertainty of the
whole coordinate. For simplicity, xi, yi, zi for each point i have
the same parameter bi, namely, bxi = byi = bzi = bi. bi as well as
ai = [axi , a

y
i , a

z
i ]

T are outputted by the network.
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Neglecting the constant term of (4) shown at the bottom of
the page, we have:

Lr =
h×w∑
i=1

[ |xi − axi |+ |yi − ayi |+ |zi − azi |
bi

+ 3logbi

]

≤
√
3

h×w∑
i=1

⎡
⎣
√

(xi − axi )
2 + (yi − ayi )

2
+ (zi − azi )

2

bi

+
√
3logbi

⎤
⎦ (5)

Alternatively, we consider the upper limitation of Lr to rep-
resent the final maximum likelihood-derived loss Lfr:

Lfr =
√
3

h×w∑
i=1

Mi

×
⎛
⎝
√

(xi − axi )
2 + (yi − ayi )

2
+ (zi − azi )

2

bi
+
√
3logbi

⎞
⎠
(6)

where Mi indicates whether the 3D ground truth coordinate of
point i exists. If it exists, Mi is 1; otherwise Mi is 0. To avoid
the occurrence of gradient exploding, the network outputs logbi
rather than bi.

Different from traditional Euclidean distance loss that treats
each error between prediction and ground truth equally, we can
adaptively reweight the Euclidean distance through bi. When
the prediction of coordinate is far away from its ground truth,
minimizing Lfr will force bi to get larger. As a result, the
influence of outliers is relieved and the network more focuses
on the predictions with smaller errors.

E. Pose Estimation

In this part, we employ RANSAC-based PnP algorithm [1] to
figure out the camera pose [R∗, t∗] using the predicted dense
2D-3D correspondences {pi|i = 1, 2, . . . h× w} and {Yi|i =
1, 2, . . . h× w}. Firstly, the 2D-3D point pairs whose uncer-
tainty larger than a thresholdσu are filtered out. Then K point sets
are constructed by random sampling, where each set contains 4
pairs. Correspondingly, K pose hypotheses are computed by PnP
algorithm. Each hypothesis [R, t] is scored according to the soft
inlier counting in [21], where R and t are estimated rotation

matrix and translation vector. The hypothesis with the maximal
score is further refined and optimal pose [R∗, t∗] is then obtained.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, the experiments are conducted to demonstrate
the proposed SFT-CR method as well as the comparison with
existing state-of-art works on two public datasets: 7-scenes and
12-scenes. 7-Scenes dataset [4] is an indoor RGB-D dataset
provided by Microsoft, which consists of seven different in-
door scenes with various challenges such as motion blur, view-
point variance, low-texture surfaces, and repeated structures.
All scenes are recorded using a handheld Kinect camera at a
resolution of 640 × 480. Every scene is composed of several
sequences, which are divided into training set and testing set.
Besides RGB and depth images, the ground truth of camera
poses and dense 3D models are provided. 12-Scenes dataset [26]
contains RGB-D data of 12 different scenes. The RGB frames
are recorded with an iPad color camera with a resolution of 1296
× 968 while the depth frames are taken from a depth sensor with
640 × 480 resolution.

With RGB, depth image, and ground truth of pose at each
frame, we acquire the ground truth of pixel-wise 3D scene
coordinates. Notice that the depth images are dismissed and a
RGB-based relocalization is achieved at the testing stage. For
each training sample, data augmentation is executed according
to [1] for sample diversity. We train our model from scratch with
200-300k iterations for different scenes. The Adam optimizer is
used with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, and ε = 10−8.

A. Ablation Studies

Firstly, the values of hyper-parameters k and a are determined,
where k is the spatial size of dynamic convolutional kernel and
a is the size of local attention patch. The results with different
k and a on the Office scene of 7-Scenes dataset are shown
in Table I. The median pose error (Med. Err.) consists of the
median translation and rotation errors of estimated poses relative
to ground truth, and the 5cm-5deg accuracy (Acc.) reflects the
proportion of estimated poses whose translation and rotation
errors are under 5cm and 5deg. Combining the metrics of Acc.
and Med. Err., we select k = a = 3 in this letter.

To testify the performance of our proposed SFT-CR method,
its five variants SFT-CR-I, SFT-CR-II, SFT-CR-III, SFT-CR-
IV, SFT-CR-V as well as SCoRe_basic are involved accord-
ing to whether CoordConv, maximum likelihood-derived loss,
convolutional transformation, as well as global guidance and
local transformation of SFT are considered. The convolutional

Lr = −
h×w∑
i=1

logp
(
Yi|fθ (I)

)

= −
h×w∑
i=1

log
[
p
(
xi|fθ (I)

)
p
(
yi|fθ (I)

)
p
(
zi|fθ (I)

)]

= −
h×w∑
i=1

[
log p

(
xi|fθ (I)

)
+ logp

(
yi|fθ (I)

)
+ logp

(
zi|fθ (I)

)]

=

h×w∑
i=1

[ |xi − axi |
bxi

+
|yi − ayi |

byi
+

|zi − azi |
bzi

+ logbxi + logbyi + logbzi + 3log2

]
(4)
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TABLE I
THE COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT K AND A ON THE OFFICE SCENE OF 7-SCENES

DATASET IN TERMS OF MEDIAN POSE ERROR (M, °) AND

5CM-5DEG ACCURACY (%)

transformation composed of three stacked standard convolutions
(SFT-CR-III) is used to replace SFT network with similar model
size. This is beneficial to verify our proposed SFT network.
Besides, the SFT-CR-IV and SFT-CR-V methods refer to the
solutions of SFT without global guidance and local transforma-
tion, respectively, where the former obtains the attention matrix
by three standard convolutions with 3 × 3 kernels operated
on the source feature map, whereas the latter removes local
transformation and the number of output channels of dynamic
convolution is in coincidence with the channel number of source
feature map.

Table II presents the comparison results averaged over all
scenes of the 7-Scenes dataset in terms of median pose error
and 5cm-5deg accuracy. Comparing the results of SCoRe_basic
and SFT-CR-I, the average relocalization accuracy is improved
with the help of maximum likelihood-derived loss. This factor
is combined with CoordConv to achieve a better performance,
as seen in the results of SFT-CR-II. Also, the advantage of the
proposed SFT network can be supported by the comparison with
SFT-CR-III that replaces SFT using convolutional transforma-
tion. Finally, the results of SFT-CR-IV, SFT-CR-V and SFT-CR
indicate that the combination of global context-guided attention
prediction and local transformation is more effective.

B. Relocalization Accuracy

We evaluate the relocalization accuracy of our SFT-CR quan-
titatively. Table III gives the median pose errors of our method
and existing methods including Active Search [2], InLoc [27],
PoseNet [6], SCRF [4], Auto-context [20], DSAC++ [21],
Reg-only [1], HSC-Net [1], SCoordNet [12] and KFNet [12]
on 7-Scenes dataset. The first two methods belong to feature
matching-based type; the third one corresponds to direct pose re-
gression; the fourth and fifth are classified to SCoRe with random
forest, whereas the last five methods are all CNN-based SCoRe
solutions. It is noted that SCoordNet refers to the single-frame
version of KFNet. As is shown in Table III, our SFT-CR achieves
the lowest average median pose error on 7-Scenes dataset, which
manifests the effectiveness of our method. Compared with HSC-
Net, our method omits the hierarchical discrete location labelling
at the training phase.

Table IV illustrates the comparison of SFT-CR with Reg-only
and HSC-Net in terms of median pose error on 12-Scenes
dataset. Clearly, all the three methods achieve better perfor-
mances, which may be because the training and test trajectories
on 12-Scenes are close without significant viewpoint changes
between training and test frames [1]. From Table IV, the average
relocalization accuracy of our SFT-CR is slightly higher than
that of other two methods.

Table V presents the numbers of frames with accuracy im-
provement of our method over Reg-only and HSC-Net on

Fig. 3. The translation error (m) and rotation error (°) for six images with dif-
ferent challenging conditions. (a), (b) Motion blur. (c), (d) Repeated structures.
(e) Specularity. (f) Low-texture surface.

Fig. 4. The translation error (m) and rotation error (°) for the images with
varing blur and brightness.

7-Scenes and 12-Scenes datasets. Nft1 and Nfr1 are labelled as
numbers of frames for our method whose translation error and
rotation error are better than Reg-only, respectively. We denote
with Nft2 and Nfr2 the numbers of frames for our method whose
translation error and rotation error are better than HSC-Net, re-
spectively. It is seen that our method possesses larger proportion
of frames with higher pose accuracy than Reg-only and HSC-
Net. Combining the results of Tables III and IV, the proposed
method with global context-guided attention prediction and local
transformation is considered as an effective one.

In the following, we select six images with different chal-
lenging conditions including motion blur, repeated structures,
specularity and low-texture surface from the test set of 7-Scene
dataset, and the translation error and rotation error are provided
in Fig. 3. The original RGB image, the predicated scene coordi-
nates, the estimated camera pose (blue frustum) and ground truth
pose (black frustum) for each selected image are also shown. The
results show that the camera poses estimated by the proposed
method are acceptable.

Besides, artificial changes of blur and brightness are also
imposed on two images from the test set of 7-Scenes dataset.
Fig. 4 illustrates the translation error and rotation error. For
the original RGB image illustrated in Fig. 4(a), Gaussian blur
with a kernel size of 31 × 31 pixel and standard deviations σx

and σy is applied. We obtain Figs. 4(a1) and (a2) by setting
σx = σy = 3 and σx = σy = 5, respectively. In addition, we
change the brightness of the original RGB image shown in
Fig. 4(b) by adding an increment B to all pixels. Figs. 4(b1)
and (b2) are generated when B is set to 50 and 100, respectively.
In spite of perturbations, the proposed method can still output
feasible results.
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TABLE II
THE COMPARISION OF DIFFERENT VARIANTS OF OUR SFT-CR METHOD AVERAGED OVER ALL SCENES OF 7-SCENES DATASET IN TERMS OF MEDIAN

POSE ERROR (M, °) AND 5CM-5DEG ACCURACY (%)

TABLE III
COMPARISION OF DIFFERENT METHODS ON 7-SCENES DATASET IN TERMS OF MEDIAN POSE ERROR (M, °)

TABLE IV
COMPARISION OF DIFFERENT METHODS ON 12-SCENES DATASET IN TERMS

OF MEDIAN POSE ERROR (M, °)

TABLE V
NUMBERS OF FRAMES WITH IMPROVED ACCURACY OF OUR METHOD

COMPARED WITH REG-ONLY AND HSC-NET ON 7-SCENES AND 12-SCENES

Fig. 5. Cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of scene coordinate errors for
different solutions on 2 scenes. (a) Office scene; (b) Kitchen-1 scene.

C. Scene Coordinate Accuracy

Our scene coordinate regression network outputs pixel-wise
scene coordinates for each image. To quantitatively analyze
scene coordinate errors, the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) is selected where CDF reflects the proportion of pixels
whose coordinate errors between predictions and ground truth
are within a given threshold. Fig. 5 presents the CDF results of

TABLE VI
AVERAGE RELOCALIZATION TIME OF DIFFERENT METHODS ON

7-SCENES DATASET

SFT-CR, Reg-only and HSC-Net on 2 scenes from 7-Scenes
and 12-Scenes datasets. Also, SFT-CR-I and SFT-CR-II are
considered to further declare the proposed spatial feature trans-
formation network. Obviously, the cumulative distribution curve
of our SFT-CR method is always above that of Reg-only. As
Zhou et al. pointed out in [12], the precise scene coordinates,
especially those with errors smaller than 2cm, are crucial to the
accuracy of pose estimation. Therefore, we pay more attention
to the proportion of pixels corresponding to smaller scene coor-
dinate error. From the CDF curves of HSC-Net and SFT-CR in
Fig. 5, we can see that our method occupies a larger proportion of
coordinate predictions within small scene coordinate error. This
phenomenon indicates our predicted coordinates can acquire
better pose accuracy, which can also be seen in Tables III and
IV. Besides, the CDF result of SFT-CR is consistently superior
to that of SFT-CR-I and SFT-CR-II.

D. Efficiency

In this part, we further investigate the efficiency of the pro-
posed SFT-CR method. With the platform of NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 1080 Ti GPU and Intel Xeon E5-2650 v4 CPU, the
average relocalization time per frame of different methods on
7-Scenes dataset are reported in Table VI. It is seen that our
SFT-CR executes the visual relocalization with a faster speed.
The proposed method is also run only on the CPU, and the
average processing time per frame on 7-Scenes dataset is about
903 ms, which is acceptable for the relocalization application
that is mainly activated when the tracking fails.

E. Scene Recognition Test Based on Coordinate Uncertainty

The uncertainty of coordinate prediction reflects that we can
trust the predicted coordinate with what confidence. A potential
application of uncertainty is scene recognition, where the scene
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Fig. 6. Four selective frames from different scenes in 7-Scenes and 12-Scenes datasets, where frames (a), (b) are from Heads and Pumpkin scenes, and frames
(c), (d) belong to Kitchen-1 and Floor5a scenes, respectively.

TABLE VII
THE MEAN UNCERTAINTIES OF FOUR SELECTED FRAMES FROM FIG. 6 ON EACH OF THE MODELS CORRESPONDING TO 19 SCENES

class is recognized for a test image. Considering the 19 scene
classes of 7-Scenes and 12-Scenes datasets, the mean uncertainty
of each selected frame (see Fig. 6) on our trained SFT-CR
model of each scene is presented in Table VII. The scene class
corresponding to minimal mean uncertainty value is selected,
and the recognized result of each test frame is consistent with
its real scene.

V. CONCLUSION

In this letter, we promote the SCoRe network-based visual
relocalization by improving the robustness and discrimination
of intermediate CNN features. A spatial feature transformation
network is proposed, which uses a dynamic convolutional kernel
containing global information to guide the local transformation
on source feature map. Therefore, the invariance of feature to
viewpoints is achieved under the constraint of the loss function.
CoordConv is employed to improve the discrimination of fea-
tures. Experiment results on 7-Scenes and 12-Scenes datasets
verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. In our future
work, we shall focus on more indoor and outdoor datasets with
the ground truth acquisition based on motion-tracking to further
verify the proposed method. Also, multi-modal distribution [28]
is considered for more reliable prediction of uncertainty.
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